**Observation**
The test module may need adaptions.

**Reproducible**
- In scenario sle-15-SP2-Online-x86_64-extra_tests_on_gnome@svirt-xen-hvm
- Fails since Build 134.1

**Expected result**
Last good: 133.1

**Further details**
Always latest result in this scenario: latest

**History**

**#1 - 2020-03-06 12:24 - okurz**
- Subject changed from [functional][u][sporadic] test fails in prepare_test_data - Sporadic problem switching console, plymouth appears to [functional][u][virtualization][sporadic] test fails in prepare_test_data - Sporadic problem switching console, plymouth appears

As it seems [u] is overwhelmed with looking into issues like these I suggest you ask [virtualization] for help.

**#2 - 2020-03-11 13:29 - szarate**
Perhaps waiting a bit before switching consoles on xen could help

**#3 - 2020-07-28 17:18 - SLindoMansilla**
- Status changed from New to Rejected
- Assignee set to SLindoMansilla
- Target version set to Milestone 30

Behavior under discussion as a bug: [https://bugzilla.suse.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1166958](https://bugzilla.suse.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1166958)